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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an algebraic variety and let p E V be such that V - (p} consists 
only of Cohen-Macaulay (CM) points. Then in general the blow up Bl, (p) 
of V at p is not a CM-variety, even in V is CM. On the other hand the 
following phenomenon occurs 12, 31: Let P c /T,- be an ideal with 
Supp(/“,./ ?) = {p} and such that P, is a parameter-ideal of /“.,p. Then the 
blow up B1J.P) of V at .P becomes CM as soon as .P vanishes of 
sufftciently high order in p. From the “arithmetic” point of view this means 
that the local cohomology modules of the afftne vertex over BI,.(.P’) are 
finitely generated in all orders <dim(V). Or equivalently the local 
cohomology modules of the vertex of the conormal cone of .P are finitely 
generated in all orders <dim(V). The aim of this paper is to calculate the 
mentioned local cohomology modules in terms of the local cohomology of 
/T,. 0’ Beyond the understanding of the above phenomenon this furnishes a 
detailed insight into the arithmetic behaviour of B1,J.P). 
Putting (R, 332) = ((T;,,,. %I,,.,), I= .c we have to study the local 
cohomology of the Rees-ring 
of I and the corresponding form-ring 
Gr(Z) = @ In/In+ ’ = %(1)/Z - %(I). 
n>0 
(0.2) 
We shall do this in a more general context. But we restrict ourselves to 
keep R local, though many of the presented results are true for arbitrary R 
121. 
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In our applications we pay particular interest to the case where p is a 
Buchsbaum-singularity (B-singularity). It turns ou that these are exactly the 
singularities for which no restriction on the order is necessary to get our 
results. Note that B-singularities occur on many classically known varieties 
1151. 
As for the unexplained terminology and notations from commutative 
algebra, see [lo] or [ 111. For geometric notions we use the terminology of 
[91* 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Local Cohomology and Ideal Transforms 
Let R be a noetherian ring, JG R an ideal. If M is an R-module, we define 
the J-torsion of M as r,(M) := l&r, Hom,(R/J”, M) = U, (0: J”),,, . 
r, is a left-exact covariant functor whose ith right derived is the ith local 
cohomology in J 
H;(e) := ‘%‘r,(.) = l& Ext’(R/J”, .). (1.1) 
n 
We list a few basic properties of the functors Hi(.), for which we refer to 
[6-81. 
(1.2) (i) If R’ is a noetherian R-algebra there is a natural 
isomorphism H$(. 1 R) 2’+ H:,,(e) 1 R, where 1 R denotes the scalar 
restriction. 
(ii) If R’ is a noetherian and flat R-algebra, there is a natural 
isomorphism H:,,(R’ OR .) & R’ OR Hi(.). 
(iii) There is a natural isomorphism 
Hi(.) G H;(./T,(.)) for i > 0. 
Here, by natural isomorphism we always mean a natural isomorphism of 
connected functors. The functor . + ./f,(.) will be called the J-reduction. 
We denote it by 7, or by T if no confusion is possible. 
If M is a finitely generated R-module, we call the maximal length of M- 
regular sequences in J the J-grade of M and denote it by g(J, M). We set 
g(J, R) = g(J). If (R, ‘9X) is local, we have depth(M) = g(!JJI, M). 
(1.3) If M is a finitely generated R-module, it holds that 
g(J, M) = sup{ n/H:(M) = 0, Vi < n). 
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We define the J-finiteness dimension of M as 
( 1.4) e,(M) := sup{ n/Hi(M) finitely generated for Vi < n}. 
The following result is the finiteness-theorem found in [61. 
(1.5) If M is finitely generated. it holds that -- 
(i) e,(M) < infp,s,,c,R,-,.,J, (depth(M,) + codim( ( p 1. ( p } n V(J) 1. 
(ii) If R is a homomorphic image of a regular ring, we have equality 
in (i). 
As a consequence of (1.5) we get 
(1.6) Let (R, !JJI) be local and let M be finitely generated of 
dimension d. Then we have: 
(i) e,(M) = d * M is CM on Spec(R) - (W) and M is purely d- 
dimensional. 
(ii) If R is a homomorphic image of a regular ring, the converse holds. 
By the J-fransfonn (I’(J)-closure in the terminology of [ 5 1) we mean the 
left-exact covariant functor D,(.) = l&t, HomR(J”, .). As a reference see also 
111. 
The relation to the functors Hi is given by the natural exact sequence 
o-, I-J.)-. -D,(.)+H;(.)+o (1.7) 
and the natural isomorphisms 
s”D, z H;+ ’ (i > 0). (1.8) 
The statements of (1.2) hold with D, instead of Hi. (1.9) 
Moreover D, is idempotent. which induces by (1.7) 
H;(D,(.)) = 0. i=O, 1 
= Hi(.), i> 1. 
(1.10) 
If M is an R-module, reg(M) stands for the set of M-regular elements in R: 
Q(M) for the total module of fractions reg(M)-’ M. We frequently shall use 
f,(M) = 0 2 D,(M) = u (M: J’)o,.,,, (M finitely generated). (1.11) 
B. Graded Rings and Modules 
In this section let A = ona0 A,, be a graded noetherian ring. If 
U = @,,,z U,, is a graded A-module, we write (U),, for the A,-module U,, of 
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its n-forms. An A-homomorphism cp: CJ + V is called graded of degree d if 
(cp),, := a, 1 (U), maps (U), to (V),, +d (n E Z). We shall write U-1J,, V to 
express this fact. We also use the notations (U) , II. (U), ,I, etc., in the 
obvious sense. 
Now. let M be an A,-module. As A is concentrated in non-negative 
degrees. it makes sense to define a graded A-module [Ml, as follows: 
(IWi), = 0 if ifn 
=M if i = n. 
(1.12) 
Now assume that A = A,,[A,] and let Jc_ A be a homogeneous ideal. Then 
the functors ZZ; behave well on the (non-additive!) subcategory of graded A- 
modules (with morphisms of arbitrary degree). We have 
( 1.13) (i) rf U is graded, H:(U) is graded. 
(ii) If there is a short exact graded sequence 
the corresponding long exact cohomology sequence is graded as follo~t~: 
This result holds as each graded A-module may be embedded in a graded 
module E, which is injective in the (abelian) category of graded 
homomorphisms of degree 0. But such an E is acyclic for ZZY. whenever J is 
homogeneous. For details see 121. 
Now let I c R be an ideal, M an R-module. By the Rees-module of M with 
respect to Z we mean the graded %(I) = @,,>,, I”-module %(Z, M) = 
on > n PM. 
The form-module of M with respect to Z is understood to be the graded 
S(Z)-module Gr(Z, M) = On>,, Z”M/Z” “M. 
If x E I, the l-form (0, X, 0 ,...) E S(Z) is denoted by x*. If tY g I, R* 
stands for (X*/X E. H’). 
By the bfow up of M at I we mean the Bl(Z) = (Proj(%(Z)))-sheaf 
Bl(Z. M) = %(Z, M)-, e.g., the sheaf associated to the %(I)-module %(Z, M). 
There is a canonical graded S(Z)-epimorphism 
(I,. ,, : Gr(Z) @ M = @ (I” @ M)/Z . (I” @ M) --H Gr(Z. M). 
n2n 
If z = (X, )..., X,), there is a canonical homomorphism @(\-, ,, ,,) : 
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R/Z[X, ,***, x,1 + Gr(Z) of graded R/Z-algebras, sending Xi to xj* . lGr,,,. So. 
we may define an epimorphism of graded R/Z[X, ,...X,]-algebras 
@(X,.....X,).~f: RIW,....3 X,1 Ox M-, GrV. Mb (1.14) 
@ (I[, . . .s,). If = a/. II o (@(.T,. J,) 0 w. 
We frequently shall use the following result of 113 1: 
(1.15) Let R be noetherian and M of finite type. Then lve have for 
z = (x , ,.. . . x,). 
(i) If x, ,..., x, is a regular sequence Gth respect to 121. ap,, ,.,,,,. l.,j ,,,,: 
R/Z[X] @ A& Gr(Z, M) is an isomorphism. 
(ii) Zf Z is contained in the Jacobson radical of R. the conrerse of(i) is 
true also. 
C. Buchsbaum-modules 
Let (R. YJI) be a noetherian local ring, M a finitely generated R-module. 
According to [ 15 ] we call A4 a Buchsbaum (B)-module if for each complete 
system of parameters (s.0.p.) s , . . . . . xd with respect to M the difference 
/(Al/(x , . . . . . xd)M) - e,((x , ,.... -K,,): Mj (1.16) 
is the same. Thereby I denotes the R-length and e, the Hilbert-Samuel 
multiplicity. If M is a B-module, the constant value of (1.14) is called the B- 
incariant and denoted by i(M). i(M) = 0 means that M is CM. 
In terms of local cohomology. the B-property may be characterized as 
follows [ 151: 
(1.17) If (R, mn) is local and M’ a finitely generated R-module of 
dimension d. the follorzling statements are equkjalent. 
(i) M is a B-module. 
(ii) For each s.o.p. ?I , . . . . . xd with respect to M and each i < d it holds 
W(.u , ,...) .Ki)M: x; + , ).,, ~ (.K, ,...) -K; jM. 
(iii) For .K , , . . . . Xd and i as in (ii), and all j < d - i, 
H&,(M/‘(x , ,.,.. x,)M) is an R/VI cector space of finite dimension. 
2. STANDARD-SEQUENCES 
In this section we assume that (R, ‘Jn) is noetherian and local. Let M be a 
finitely generated R-module. According to [ 121 we call x E R j?lter-regular 
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(f-regular) with respect to M, if x E reg(p). A sequence x, ,..., x, E R is 
called f-regular with respect to M if xi is f-regular with respect to 
M/(-v ,,..., xm,)M for i= l,..., t. It is equivalent to say that xi e lRp ,.... s, . lRp 
form a M,-regular sequence for all p E Spec(R) - (m). 
Note the following easy facts: 
(2.1) LEMMA. (i) ?C_I ,..., _ I IS is f-regular lvith respect to M, tjf it is f 
regular Gth respect to M. 
(ii) rf x, . . . . . x, is f-regular lvith respect to M, and n > 0, there is a 
~1 E W” such that x , ,..., x,, y is f-regular trlith respect to M. 
(iii) q x , ,.... x, E ‘331 is f-regular with respect to M, it holds uith 
I= (x , ,..., x,): 
ht(1, M) = min(t, dim(M)), 
g(I, M) = min(t, depth(M)). 
Proof: (i) is trivial. 
(ii): By induction it suffices to show that ‘3J contains an f-regular 
element ~3 with respect to M. If h? = 0, choose y E 1132” arbitrary. If ii? # 0, 
K,(M) = 0 implies that depth (&?) > 0. hence that 9JI” PI reg(M) # 0. 
(iii): The case t = 0 is trivial. So let t > 0. We only prove the first 
equality, as the second one is verified in literally the same way. If 
dim(M) = 0. there is nothing to be shown. If dim(M) > 0, x, E reg(fi) and 
Ass(M) = Ass(M) - (9JI} show that x, lies outside of all minimal primes of 
M. So, with I’ = (x ? ,..., x,) and M’ = M/x, M we have ht(l, M) = 
ht(l’. M’) + 1, dim(M) = dim(M’) + 1. Now we conclude inductively. 
(2.2) LEMMA. (.i) If x,, x2 is an f-regular sequence crlith respect to hf 
and tfsz is f-regular kth respect to M, then x ,, x? is regular tvith respect to 
Q,,(M). 
(ii) If M and D,(M) are finitely generated x, . . . . . s, is f-regular tcith 
respect to M ~flit is f-regular with respect to D,(M). 
Proof (i): By (1.9) and (2.1)(i) we may replace M by Q, thus 
assuming that T,(M) = 0. Setting D = D,(M) and using (1.12) we thus 
may write 
D = u (M: tJJli)l,. 
i>O 
As x, is regular with respect to D, it remains to show that 
x2 E reg(D/x, D). Note that x1 E reg(D). 
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So let u, L’ E D be such that .Y? u = x, 1’. We find a k > 0 with 9Jlh.uzu c 
X, M. W”U G M. It follows that YJI”u G x; ‘?c, Mn M = (s, M: x?),, i 
Uj (x, M: YJIj) (the latter as x, , x1 is f-regular for M). 
So there is aj > 0 with 9Jlju G x,&Z. As x, E reg(D) we get %Jlmix; ‘U G Af. 
thus u E .Y, D. 
(ii): Again we may replace M by iz7, thus assume T,(M) = 0. But 
then (1.12) shows that M and D,(M) coincide on Spec(R) - (W}, which 
gives the result. 
Contrary to regular sequences in VI, f-regular sequences are not 
permutable. We shall denote permutable f-sequences as pf-sequences. The 
following result shows thatf-sequences satisfy a property which is very close 
to permutability, namely: 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let M be finitely generated, t < dim(M). Assume that 
J’, ,..., yr E !lJ is an f-sequence with respect to M. Then there is a pf-sequence 
x, . . . . . x, with respect to M such that ( y, ,.... y,) = (x, ,..., x,) for 0 < s < t. 
Prooj The case t = 1 is trivial. So let t > 1. By induction there is a pf- 
sequence x, ,..., ?s,-, with(x, ,..., x,) = (J, . . . . . ~1,) for all s < t. By (2.1 )(iii) we 
have ~(F,,...,Y,) + (I’,....,Y,-,) f (.v~,...~Y,). Let ‘P = U~;,.....i,)c~~....., ,, 
Ass(M/(s;, ,.... XiJM) - (YJI }. 
We claim that 5J-3 n V(y, ,..., J,) = 0. Indeed if p E ‘II n V(J, . . . . . J,) p # YJI 
implies that J’, . lRp,...,~l . lRP E pR, form a regular sequence with respect 
to M,. So we have dcpth(M,) > t. On the other hand p E ‘Q shows that 
there is a set (i, . . . . . ih} s ( l,..., t - 1 } with pR p E Ass(M,/(x,, ,..., xi,)). As 
xi, . lp . . . . . Sib . lp form an M,-regular sequence in pR P, we get that 
depth(MJ < t, hence a contradiction. 
So putting f = (~1, ,..., JP,). we find an 
.qEI- (!mmr+(.v ,‘..., y_-,),U u P . 
( PE¶ ) 
Now choose s E Spec(R) - (9Jl} and let (i, ,..., i,}, (j, ,..., j,.} c { l...., t - 1 } 
be two disjoint sets of indices. We want to show that xi ,,..., xi,,. x,, xi ,,.... xi, 
is an MS-regular sequence. 
If xi,, & s for an u < u. or if x, & 5, this is clear. So let ,Y ;,,..., xi,,, x, E 4. To 
show our statement we may replace u by the largest /3 < I’ for which 
.K. ,, ,..., xja E s. So, we may assume that xi ,,..., xi,. E 5. xi, ,.... xi,, xj, ,.... xj, , x, 
form an M,-regular sequence by our choice of xI @ UpEq) p. As they belong to 
s, the statement follows. So x, ,..., x, is a pf-sequence. 
Finally, as xI E I - (YJlml + (y, ,..., yr- ,)). we have I = (x,, ~1, ..., J’, _ ,) = 
6 XI). , ,..-, 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. According to 
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(2.1 )(iii) each f-regular sequence x , ,..., xd E 9JI with respect to M is a s.o.p. 
with respect to M. The converse is not true. But one proves easily 
(2.4) LEMMA. For a finitely generated R-module M of dimension d the 
following are equicalent: 
(i) Each s.o.p. x ,,..., xd with respect to M is an f-sequence with 
respect to M. 
(ii) Each s.o.p. x, ,.... xd w’ith respect to M is a pf-sequence with 
respect to M. 
(iii) M, is CM over R, for all p E Spec(R) - {%I} and Supp(M) is 
purelv d-dimensional. 
Using (1.16) we also get immediately: 
(2.5) LEMMA. If M is a B-module of dimension d, it satisfies the 
equicalent conditions (2.4). 
The concept of f-regularity generalizes the concept of regularity. On the 
other hand, it is not close enough to the concept of regularity to allow a 
similar cohomological behaviour. To get such a behaviour. we impose a 
further condition on f-sequences. 
If .Y , ,..., I, E R and i > 0. we introduce the statements 
(4~)~: (i > t - l} or (x~+,H&(M/(x ,,..., x,)M)=O. VjE {O ,.... t - i- l}}. 
We say that x, ,..., . Y, is a i-standard-sequence (S,-sequence) if it is an 
f-sequence with respect to M and if it satisfies (*)i. If x, . . . . . X, form 
simultaneously an S,- and an S,-sequence with respect to M, we express this 
in writing that x, ,..., . Y, form an S’sequence with respect to M. If .Y, . . . . . X, is 
an Srsequence for all i > 0. we speak of an S-sequence. Permutability shall 
be expressed by the prefix p. 
Using (1.3) resp. (1.16) and (2.4) we easily get 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. (a) Regular sequences are pS-sequences. 
(b) The following are equivalent for a finitely generated R-module M 
of dimenion d: 
(i) M is a B-module. 
(ii) Each s.o.p. with respect to M is a S,-sequence. 
(iii) Each s.o.p. with respect to M is a pS-sequence. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let M be Jinitelv generated and let t < e,(M), 
dim(M). Then there is an W-primary ideal c1 of R such that for each ideal 
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I c Q which is generated by a f-regular sequence y, ,..., J’, with respect to M. 
there is a pS-sequence x , ,..., x, (with respect to M) such that I = (x, . . . . . x,). 
Noticing that ann,(H&(M)) is m-primary or equal to R for i < e,(M), 
and using (2.3) we only must show 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let M be as abore and let s , ,.... JQ E R be f-regular lrfth 
respect to M. Then 
ann(H&(M/(x , ,..., .yj)) 2 1~1 (ann(H& k(M)))( i ). 
O-ihs; 
Prooj The case j = 0 is trivial. Ifj > 0, put N = M/(x, ,..., xi , ). As xi is 
f-regular with respect to N, we have p = N/(0: -Y,~), . 
So, using (1.2)(iii) and the exact sequence 0 + N/(0: xi)\. +-‘I N+ 
M/(X , ,.... .x.;)M + 0 we get exact sequences 
H&(N) + Hh(M/(x , ,..., xi)M) + H’,’ ’ (N) (r > 0). 
Using the addition formula for binomial coefficients we now conclude easily 
by induction. 
(2.9) Remark. For more detailed information on the ideal 8 see 1 141. 
According to (2.6)(b) we may choose Q = YJI if M is a B-module. 
Proposition (2.7) guarantees in particular the existence of a large number 
of pS-sequences: Once having determined Q, we apply (2.l)(ii) to choose 
an f-regular sequence .v, . . . . . ~3, E Q. Then (J,, . . . . . J’,) may be generated by a 
pS-sequence. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. t > 0, and 
assume that x, . . . . . x, is a S,-sequence Li*ith respect to M. Put 
L = (x , . . . . . .Y,_ ,). Then the induced map 11, : Hh(LM) --t H&,(M) vanishes. 
Proof: Using (1.2)(iii) we may replace M by M. thus assuming that 
r,(M) = 0. If t = 1, the statement is trivial. So let t > 1. As f,(M) = 0, s, 
is regular with respect to M. 
So, if t = 2, we have a commutative diagram 
which implies the result, as x, Hh(M) = 0. 
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If t > 2, we get the situation 
o+ x,M + LM- LM/x,M+ 0 
lid 1 r 
O+x,M+ M -+ M/.K,M -0 
which induces a diagram 
H&(x, M) - H&(LM) + H&(LM/x, M) 
I id I YI  I Y;  
Hh(x,M) 5 f&(M) - H&(M/x,M). 
Letting M’ = M/x,M, L’ = (x1 ,.,., x,- ,), y; is just the induced map 
H&(L’M’) + H&(M’) and therefore vanishes by induction. So y, vanishes, 
as u vanishes by the case t = 1. 
(2.11) COROLLARY. Let M, x, ,..., x, and L as abotle and assume 
moreover that T,(M) = 0. Then D,(LM) = U,, (LM: 9X”), ,.,,, = 
u, (J-f: ~“),k,. 
Proof: By (1.7) we have a commutative diagram 
0 + LM + D,(LM) -+ Hh(LM) + 0 
r 1” I;! 
o+ M + D,(M) --t H&(M) + 0. 
As y, vanishes it follows D,(M) E M. Now the result follows by (1.12). 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let M be Jinifely generated, T,(M) = 0 and 
assume that x, ,..., x, E I131 is a $-sequence kth respect to M. Then x, ,..., x, 
is a pS,-sequence Gth respect to M. 
Proof: As f,(M) = H&(M) = 0, the cases t < 1 are trivial. So, let t > 1. 
It obviously suffices to verify that x , ,..., x, is an S,-sequence with respect to 
M. Putting J= (x, ,..., xj) (j < t), this comes up to prove that 
xj+ , 0” (JM: 9JI’),W c JM. For j = 0, this is trivial. So let j > 0. According 
to (2.11) we have 
() (x, M: WV’),,, = x, . u (M: 9X”),;,,, =x, D,(M). 
Using (1.7) we have x2 . x, D,(M) E x, M, as xzH&(M) = 0. So we have 
settled the case j = 1. 
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Ifj > 1. we put J, = (x1 ,..., xj). As in the case j = 1 we see that M/x$4 = 
M/x,&(M) for E = 1, 2. Using (1.2)(iii) we see that x2,..., x, is a pS,- 
sequence with respect to M/x, M and that x,, x3 ,..., x, is a pS,-sequence with 
respect to M/x,&L So, by induction we may assume that 
u:=xj+, p (JM: mm),,, 1 c JM + x,D,(M) (E = 1. 2). 
So we get 
UCI (JM + X, D,(M)) n (04 + ~~D,(hf)) 
= JM + x, D,(M) f-7 (JM + x2 D,(M)) 
E JM + X, D,(M) n (x,M + J, Dm(fi4)) 
= JM + x, M + x, D,(M) n J, D,(M) 
=JM + ,~,(J,bR(m: -qDm(,,). 
By (2.11) we have lJ (J, M: YJI’),,, = D&J, M). ,Y, is regular with respect 
to M/J, M = M/DW(J, M). It is also clear that T,(D,(M)/D,(J, M)) = 0. 
x1&(M) GM, D,(M) G Q(M) and xz E reg(M) imply that D,(M) is 
finitely generated. So the same is true for Dsn(M)/Dm(J, M) =: V. 
So we have depth (V) > 0, as r,(V) = 0. As each c E V is thrown to 
M/D,(J,M) in multiplying by a suitable power of YJI, it follows that 
V’G Q(M/D&J,M)). So we have x, E reg( V). Therefore we get 
(J,WW x,bm,w, E PdJ,W &sn,u, = DdJ,W = U (JIM: m”),,,. 
So we obtain finally U G JM + ?I, . u (J,M: 9JImn),,,. By induction we may 
assume x, . U(J,M:YJI”),,&J,M. So we get UsJM+J,M=JM. 
(2.13) COROLLARY. Let (R, 9Jl) be a homomorphic image of a regular 
local ring. Let M be jinitely generated of pure dimension d > 1 and assume 
that r,(M) = 0 and that M is CM on the punctured spectrum. Then we hare 
equivalence between 
(i) For each s.o.p. x, ,..., xd E %I with respect to M it holds 
WH.&(M/(x, ,..., xdmZ)M) = 0. 
(ii) M is a B-module. 
ProojI (ii) + (i): Clear by (1.17). 
(i) + (ii) (induction on d): If d = 2, we have H!&(M) = 0, !JJWh(M) = 0. 
By hypothesis, and (2.4) each s.o.p. x, , x2 ispf-regular. So, by definition and 
as ‘!JJlHh(M) = 0, it is an pS,-sequence. So it is a pS,-sequence by (2.12). 
Now apply (2.6)(b). 
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So let d > 2 and let x, ,..., x, be an arbitrary s.o.p. with respect to M. 
Then-by (1.2)(iii), as A4/xiM and M/x,M have the same support and as R 
is catenary-M/xi&I satisfies again our hypotheses. So by induction M/x,M 
is a B-module. Using (1.17) for all this modules, we see that 
rnH~((M/XiM)/(L I, 1.... ?lih)) = 0, 
where (i ,,..., ih} E (l...., I^  ,..., d} and h < d - 2. By (1.2)(iii) we see that 
YJlHA(M/(.v. ,,,..., x$4) = 0 for each system (i, ,..., i,} c ( l,..., d} with 
1 < s < d - 2. By our hypothesis we have that depth (M,) + dim(R/p) > 1 
for all p E Spec(R) - {YJI). So, by (lS)(ii), Hh(M) is finitely generated. As 
x, = x isf-regular. (2.4) hence regular with respect to M, we have sequences 
O+M+“” M + M/x”M + 0, which imply the situation H&(M) +-‘” H&(M) --t 
H.&(M/x”M). As H.&(M) is finitely generated, we may choose n such that 
x&H’(M) = 0. SO we get an embedding H&(M) G H&(M/x”M). But we have 
seen above that the right-hand term is annihilated by ID1. So the same holds 
for HA(M). As each s.o.p. x ,,.... xd with respect to M is &regular. we see 
that each such system is a @,-sequence with respect to M. By (2.12) each 
s.o.p. becomes pS,. By (2.6)(b), M is B. 
3. SUPERREGULARITY 
Throughout this section, let M be a finitely generated module over the 
noetherian local ring (R, W). Let x , ,..., x, (t > 0) be a pS’-sequence with 
respect to M and put I = (x K ) , ,...1 . , 7 L = (x, (.... x, . , ). 
LEMMA. (3.1) There is a canonical isomorphism R [X, . . . . . X,- , ] OH 
M/Lp-+‘Gr(L, M)p”, sending Xi @ u (u EM/L-) to x?u. (Note that 
M/Lfl = (Gr(L, M)“),). 
Proof Obviously we have a canonically defined commutative diagram 
(R/L [X, ,..., x,-,1 OR hii)l” 
0 (I I...... ‘,-,).H¶ 
) Gr(L, M)4m 
\ ‘L 
x, 
m 
/ 
R [X, ,.... X,-,1 O,q MILM 
SO we have to prove that @(X ,.,,,,- r,_,),n, is injective. Put K = 
KW+, ,,..., x,_,),M). K is a graded submodule of (R/L[X, ,..., 
X,-,]@M)=: U. Choose p E Spec(R) - (VJI}. Then the localized 
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homomorphisms ($ o ,..._,_ r,m,j..U)p and (@(, ,...... r, ,).,,h coincide. The second 
map also may be described as Qp,,, ,RP .,,,.. )c, I. ,,pj..r, . As X, 3 .. . . .x,-, are an 
M,-regular sequence the latter map is mono by (1.14). So we get K,= 0. As 
W, is a finitely generated R-module, we have YJti(K), = 0 for an 
appropriate j. As K is finitely generated over R [X, ,.... X,+ ,] there is a k with 
'Jn"K = 0. But KG U and r,(U) = 0 now induce that K = 0. 
(3.2) LEMMA. The induced morphisms 
y,,: H&(L”M)- H~(L”-‘M) 
vanish for all tl > 0. 
Proof The case f = 1 is trivial. The case n = 1 is settled by (2.10). So let 
n > 1. t > 1. By (1.2)(iii) we may replace M by a, thus assuming that 
r&t4) = 0. 
The case f = 2 is clear by the diagrams 
and by the condition x, H&(M) = 0. 
So, we may choose t > 2, n > 1 and proceed by double induction. 
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows and exact 
columns: 
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Making act Hh on (3.3) we get the following situation 
H&(L”?i4/L”m’M) 
i 
%n , n 
H&(Lnm’M/L”M) (3.4) 
H&(L”m’M/(.u, L”- ‘M + L”M)). 
Here the first two rows and the first two columns are exact. By induction 
(on n) we may assume that y, ~~, vanishes. So it sufftces to show that H&(a,,) 
and u,, are injective. 
We first show that H&(a,) is injective. By (1.2)(iii) we may restrict 
ourselves to show that H&(6,) is injective, where E,, is the induced map 
L”-$f/L”-lM+X, L”-’ M/L”M. Via the isomorphism 5 of (3.1) we may 
interprete 6, as the map (we put i= t - 1): 
which clearly splits as an R-morphism. So E, splits. and hence is injective. 
To prove the injectivity of u, we put 
K,, = (x,Mn L”M)/x,Lnm’M. 
c, = (LnM + .u,Mn L”-‘M)/(L”M + x, L”-‘M). 
M’ = M/x, M, L’ = (x, ).... xi) 
and consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns 
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I I I 
O- (L’)” !\I’ + (L’)“b’,1f’ 2 (L’)“-’ M’/(,L’)fl M’ --t 0 
I 1 I 
0 A 0 
As s , ,a.., x-, is regular with respect to M,, it holds that (x, M f? L’M), = 
(x,M, n LjM,) = .r,Lj- ‘M, for all p E Spec(R) - (!JJI}. This shows that 
K ,,~, , K,, and C,, are annihilated by a power of %. By (1.2)(iii) it suffices to 
prove that H&(x,,) is injective. But this is clear as (by induction on 1) the 
induced map 
IV:,: H&((L’)” M’) + H&((L’)“-’ M’) vanishes. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Assume what f,(M)=O, and put I'=(x~.....s~). 
Then ST is regular rvith respect to Gr(Z, M) and the canonical sequence 
0 + Gr(Z. M) 3 Gr(Z, M) + Gr(Z’, M/s, M) + 0 
is exact. 
Proof: We only have to show that (Z”M: x,),, & I”- ‘M for all n > 0. As 
s, is regular with respect to M we have 
So it is sufficient to prove that (Z”‘M: x,),, G I’“+ ‘M. 
Choose p E Spec(R) - (mm). As x, )..., , Y, form a regular sequence with 
respect M,, we obtain ((Z’“M: A-,),,,), = (Z’“M: .K,),,,~ = Z’“M,. 
This shows that (Z’“M: x,)/Z’“M is annihilated by some power of 9J. As 
Q(Z’nM) = Q(M) we get by (1.12) 
(Z’“M: I,),, G u (Z’“M: W’),,,, ,,,,, = D,(Z’“M). 
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SO it remains to show D,(I’“M) c I’“- ‘M. Using (1.7) we have 
o- f’“M + D,(I’“M) * H~(Z’“M) + 0 
I 1 I’ 
:7,, 
O~I’“~‘M-,D,(I’“-‘M)~H~(I’“~‘M)~O 
By the permutability conditions imposed on x, . . . . . X, we may treat I’ in the 
same way as L. So by (3.2), 7; vanishes. It clearly follows D,(I’“M) g 
I’“-I 244. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Mn &,&‘kf) = 0. 
Proof (induction on t). t = I: IMnr,(M)=,~,Mnr,(M)= 
?r,(T,(M): x,),~ =x, f,(M) = X, H&(M) = 0. f > 1: By induction we have 
IMnT,(M)~IMnUi(x,M:~j),,,~x,iz~, thus mf n f,(M) c 
x, Mn T,(M). Now apply the case I = 1. 
Let !JR(I) be the homogeneous maximal ideal of S(Z): 9X(t) = 
YJl@O@12@.-.. Then we haae 
(3.7) COROLLARY. (i) H&,,(!X(l. M)) = H!&,,,(Gr(l. M)) = [H’&,(M)),. 
(ii) Gr(l. M)pR”’ z Gr(l, ii;i), %(I, A4)pR”’ z ‘%(I. M). 
Proof Using (3.6) we get exact sequences 
0 -+ [f,(M)], + %(I, M) + %(I, M) + 0, 
0 + [(f,(M) + Ikf)/lM], + Gr(Z, M) + Gr(f. fi) 4 0. 
By (3.6) the left-hand term of the second sequence equals [r,(M) lo. Using 
that %X(l) 3 X: E reg(‘%(l. fi)). reg(Gr(Z. a) ((3.5)), both of the above 
statements follow. 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let 6 = depth(M). Then xf,....x,* form a regular 
sequence with respecf to Gr(l, M) and if holds that g(!JJl(Z), Gr(Z, M)) = 6. 
Prooj If 6 = 0, all is clear by (3.7)(i). So let 6 > 0. Then X, is regular 
with respect to M. Now we make induction by the sequence (3.5). 
4. ON THE REES-MODULE 
Let x ,,..., x, and M be as above. The superregularity statement (3.5) 
together with (3.7)(ii) furnishes a useful tool for an inductive treatment of 
the form-module Gr(l, M). In this section we first give an analogous 
sequence for the Rees-modules and then derive some consequences. 
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(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let t > 1. I’ = (x2,..., x,). Then there is an exact 
sequence of graded ‘3(Z)-modules 
Proof. By (1.9) we may replace M by fi, thus assuming that T,(M) = 0. 
Obviously we have a canonical projection 71: %(Z. M)/(x,*) + 
%(I’, M/x,M), given in the single degrees by 
Using (3.5 ) we have PM/x, M n I”M = PM/x, (PM: x, ),,, = I”M/.u, I” ‘M. 
So TC, is an isomorphism for n > 0. It remains to show that Ker 71, z D,(M). 
Obviously we have Ker rrO = uj (x, M: YJIj),, =x, Uj (M: !JJIj),, ,,,. As 
s, D,(M) E M. we have Ui (M: YJI’)r;,,r, = D,(M). This proves the sought- 
after result. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. Let T,(M) = 0. Then H’,,,, (!R(Z. M)),,, = 0, ii > 0. 
Proof: First let r = 1 and write MIX] for MO, R[X]. As .Y, is regular 
with respect to M there is a canonical R[X]-isomorphism MIX] + 
%(x, R = I, M), which sends mX to m-u:. So we have H&,x,R,(%(x, R, M)) 5 
Hi ,M.Y,(M[X]). By the short exact sequence 0 + M[X]+:j, M[X] +,,,, 
[Ml,, --) 0 we get in cohomology the exact sequence (i > 0) 
... --4 [H& ‘(WI,, 2 Hf,,,.,(MlX]) 5 H:,.,.,WlXl) ( lff’,(M)h. 
(Hi,,,y,((M],) = [Ha( is an easy consequence of (1.2)(i).) This 
sequence shows that the map X: Hf,.,,(M[X])> has a kernel which is 
concentrated in degree -1 and a cokernel which is concentrated in degree 0. 
As each element of Hfpn,,u, (M[X]) is annihilated by a power of X (use (1.1) 
to see this). we get (from the statement on the kernel) that HE,..,.,(M[X]) 
vanishes in non-negative degrees for all j > 0. Applying this to the above 
sequence (with j = i - 1) we see that dip, is an isomorphism in degree 0, and 
that X: Hj CPR,X,(M[X])J operates surjectively. 
Like this we get exact sequences 
0 + IHi,i”(Wl, + H:,..,,P[~]) 2+ H1,.,,,WlXI) + 0. (4.3) 
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As an obvious consequence we have 
H&)JM[X]) z x-‘(H&‘(M)[X-’ 1, (i > 0). (4.4) 
In view of the above remark. the case t = 1 now is settled. as 
H~,,,(W, M)) = 0 ((3.7)(i)). 
So, let t > 1, I’ = (?sz . .. . . x,). By induction we may assume that 
ZZ&,(%(Z’, M/x,M),, = 0. Using the long exact cohomology sequence 
induced by (4.1). we get H&,(%(1, M)/(,Y;))~~ = 0. Applying the exact 
sequences (i > 0): 
(induced by 0 + %(Z, M) +“; %(Z, M) + %(Z, M)/(.x~) + 0), we conclude that 
KM-x? : H&o,(W M)J)) is concentrated in negative degrees. As each 
element of Z&,,, (%(I, M)) is annihilated by some power of x:, the same is 
true for H&,,(!R(Z, M)). For i = 0, conclude by (3.7)(i). 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let t > 1, T,(M)=O. Then the long e.vact 
cohomology sequence induced by (4.1) splits into short exact sequences 
ProoJ By (4.2) we have H&,, (%(Z’, M/x, M))>, = 0, as the morphisms 
occurring in the mentioned sequence are of degree 0, we are done. 
(4.6) COROLLARY. H&,,,(fl(Z. M)) = 0 for 1 < i ,< max(depth(h7). 
min(2, t)). 
ProoJ By (1.2)(iii) and (3.7)(ii) we may replace M by ii?, thus assuming 
Z,(M) = 0. 
Let first t = 1. By (4.4) we then get 
H&+JX(Z = x, R. M)) z H$&M[X]) z X- ‘HipR’(M)[X-’ 1. 
Using (1.3), the result now is obvious. 
So, let t > 1. We consider the exact sequence 0 + Dnn(M) +-‘I M--t 
M/x, M+ 0. According to (1.10) and (1.3) we have depth@,(M)) > 
depth(M), thus depth(M/x, M) > depth(M) - 1. So by induction 
H!&(%(Z’, M/x, M)) vanishes for i E ( l,..., depth(M)} (use also (3.7(i)). 
depth(D,(M)) > depth(M) implies via (1.3) and (4.5) that 
Hfm&(%(Z, M)/(xp)) = 0 for 1 < i < depth(M). By the exact sequences 
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H&,&(!ll(Z, 44)/(x:)) + H&,,,(%(I, M)) + H&,,,(9l(Z, M)) we get that -xf acts 
injectively on H&,,,,(%(Z, M)). A s any element is annihilated by a power of 
.uF, we see that Hb(,, (%(I, M)) = 0 for 1 < i < depth(M). 
(4.7) COROLLARY. Put t’ = max(r, depth(G)). Then we hare 
(i) t’ > e,,,,(Gr(Z. M)) > depth(M). 
(ii) t’ + 1 > e,,,,(%(Z, M)) > depth(M) + 1. 
Proof: (i): By (1.2)(iii) and (3.7)(ii) we may replace M by fi. thus 
assuming T,(M) = 0. The second inequality is clear by (3.8) and (1.3). 
Let t = 1. It follows that t’ = depth(M) > 1. By (1.15)(i). there is a 
canonical isomorphism M/x, MIX] 5 Gr(Z = .Y, R. M). So, using (4.4) we get 
canonical isomorphisms H&,,,(Gr(Z. M)) z X-‘H~‘(M/x,M)[X~’ 1 (i > 0). 
Using that depth(M/x, M) = t’ - 1, we settle this case by (1.3). 
So. let t > 1. We first treat the case where depth(M) = 1. By (1.10) we 
have depth(D,(M)) > 1. So, the sequence 0 + Dm(M) + M + M/X, h4 + 0 
implies that depth(M/.u,M) = 1. So, by induction H!&,‘,(Gr(Z’, M/.u,M)) is 
not finitely generated for some k < t’. Using the cohomology sequence given 
by (3.5) we conclude that at least one of the modules H&,‘,(Gr(Z. M)). 
H&,,(Gr(Z. M)) is not finitely generated. 
If depth(M) > 1. we have depth(M/x,M) = depth(M/.u, M) = 
depth(M) - 1. We now conclude literally in the same way as before. 
(ii): Again we may assume that f,(M) = 0. The second inequality is 
clear by (4.6) and (1.3). If t = 1, we get the first inequality by (4.4). 
So, let t > 1. We have seen in the proof of (i) that max(t- 1. 
depth(M/x,M)) = t’ - 1. So. by induction there is a k < f’ such that 
H&,‘,(!X(Z’. M/s,M)) is not finitely generated. Using (4.5) and the finite 
generation of Hk,(D,(M)) (the latter is clear as t’ <e,(M) = en(Dm(M))), 
we see that H&;i,(%(Z, M)/‘(.u,)*) is not finitely generated. Now we conclude 
by the sequence 
H~;,I:p(z. M)) + H&&%(Z. M)/(.r;)) + H&,,(rn(Z. M)). 
5. COMPARING LOCAL COHOMOLOGIES 
In this section we present the main result of our paper: An explicit 
“calculation” of the m(Z)-cohomology of the Rees-module and the form- 
module in the range where this cohomologies are finitely generated. 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let (R. YJl) be a noetheriail local ring, A4 a finitel! 
generated R-module and let .Y , ,..., x, E 93 (1 < I < e&VZ)) be a pS-sequence 
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with respect fo M. Then, with I’ = (x, ,..., xl)R and t’ = max(Z, depth(@) we 
have 
0) ff~,&W~ W) = [fGdWlo if i=O 
=o if 0 < i < min(2, t’) 
= @ [H&&t4)]j if 2 < i ,< t’. 
j=-j+Z 
(ii) H&,,(Gr(Z, M)) = [H&(M)] -i, i < t’ 
(iii) emm,,,(%(Z, M)) = t’ + 1, 
e,,,,(Gr(L Ml) = t’. 
(5.2) Remark. (5.1) states in particular that I* operates trivially on 
Z&,,,(%(Z, M)), as the occurring direct sum is understood in the category of 
graded LX(Z)-modules. 
In view of (4.7) we may restrict ourselves to prove the statements (i) and 
(ii). 
We begin with 
(5.3) LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of (5.1) we have 
K&&W, M))> pi = 0 for i<t’. 
Prooj For i = 0 the result is already clear by (3.7). So let i > 0. Then we 
have I > 0. By (3.7) we have H&(,, (Gr(Z, M)) = Hj,,l,(Gr(Z), fi). So we may 
replace M by li? thus assuming that Z,(M) = 0. Now, the sequence (3.5) 
induces an exact sequence 
H&;,(Gr(Z’, M/x, M)) (-I). H&,,(Gr(Z, M)) 2 H&,,,(Gr(Z, M)), (5.4) 
where I’ = (xz ,..., xd). By induction the first term vanishes in degrees 
> --i + 1. So the kernel of x;” vanishes in degree > -i. As each element of 
ZZ&,,,(Gr(Z, M)) is annihilated by a power of XT (use (l.l)), we get the 
requested result. 
Now we prove (5.1). To do so, we first consider the exact sequences 
0 -+ Z%(Z, M) + !R(Z, M) + Gr(Z, M) -+ 0, 
0 -+ z%(Z, M) A %(Z, M) + [f%& + 0. 
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(Note that all maps are of degree 0, except I whose degree is + 1.) In 
cohomology we get exact sequences ((0 < i < t’)!) 
&&VW, W) $f+ H&,;:,(W W)(o) %.&Gr(b W) 
+ Gll~,,(~w~ WI + sJt~,,Pt(L WI 
- f%,,,WJ. W) 
(0) 
and 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(In (5.6) we made use of the obvious relation H’,,,,([M],) = (H’,(M)],). 
By (4.2) H&,(%(1, M)) is concentrated in negative degrees. So we get that 
a, is onto and that Ker(a,) = [H&f’(M)]-, . In particular, (GL~)~ is an 
isomorphism (of R-modules) for all s < -1, and (ai)-, is trivial. 
Using (5.3) we see that (pi), is injective for s > -i + 1 and onto for s > -i. 
In particular vi), is an R-isomorphism for s > -i + 1. Now we consider the 
diagrams ((s < O)!) 
Hk,,VW M)), 0, (H&,,,(%(Z, M)), 
(5.7) 
Choose s = -1. As (ai)-i is trivial and as Ker(u,) = [H&‘(M)] _, we see 
that (H&,,(Z%(Z, M))- , s H& ‘(M). 
If -I > -i + 1, (/I,)-, is an isomorphism. So we get (H&,,,(%(Z, M))-, z 
H&‘(M). Now, using that (a,)$ and vi), are isomorphisms for 
-i+ 1 < s < -1 we get by (5.7) 
(i) (H&&W, W)), 2 H&i’(W, 
(ii) (Hh,,,(Z%(Z, M))),, 2 H&‘(M) (5.8) 
for 2 < i< t’; -i + 1 < s < 0; -i < s’ < 0. 
Now we may prove 
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(5.9) LEMMA. Let 0 <j < t’ and assurne that (5.1)(i) holds for i = j and 
i=j- 1. Then (5.l)(ii) holdsfor i=j- 1. 
Pro@ For j= 1 we are done by (3.7). So let j= 2. By (5.5) we get an 
lsomorphtsm H&,, (WL Wj yfo) H&,,(I%(f, M)). By (5.6) we get an 
isomorphism [H&(M)], 2, ,, H&,,(I%(Z, M)). 
So let j > 2. As (5.1)(i) holds for j- I we see that Ji is injective (use 
(5.3)). As (5.1)(i) holds for j, (/3i)U vanishes for all u < -j + 1. So (c$~ ;+, is 
an isomorphism. In view of (5.8)(ii) (with s’ = -j + 1) it remains to show 
that (H&,,,(Z!K(I, M))), = 0 for u < -j + 1. But this is clear. as 
fGJIc,,(w~ M)),,+ I = 0 and (u~)~ is an isomorphism for such IL 
Now we prove (5.1)(i) by induction on i. Note that the cases i = 0, 1. 2 
are clear by (.4.6) and (3.7). So let 2 < i< t’. By (3.7) we have 
&,,(%(I, M)) = H&,,,(%(l, fi)). So we may replace M by a. thus 
assuming that Km(M) = 0. But then (4.5) gives rise to the exact sequences 
0-t [Hi’],- ,o, Gil,-,:,P(~. W)/@~)) 
(5.10) 
1) 
-L H&&R(l. M)). 
where I’ = (x: ,.... s,). 
We use these sequences to prove that &,,,(%(,I. M)), = 0 for s ,< -i + I. 
By induction the last term of (5.10) is concentrated in degrees > -i + 2. So. 
by (5.10). the same is true for H&~,(%(Z, M)/(x:)). So, by (5.1 l), the kernel 
of 
is concentrated in degrees > -i + 1. So X: acts injectively in all degrees 
< -i + 1. Therefore it suffices to prove that our statement holds for 
s = -i + 1. As @i).mi+, is surjective it sufftces to see that the same is true for 
tBi)--i+I. By induction, H&,$,(%(1, M)) vanishes in degree -i + 1. So, by 
(5.5), (dj)-i+ 1 is injective. In view of (5.8)(ii) (with s’ = -i + 1) it remains 
to show that f((H!&,(Gr(l, M)) i+ ,) = /(H&‘(M)), where I denotes the 
R-length. By induction we may suppose that (5.1)(i) holds for all indices <i. 
So we have by (5.9) that 
H&i,(Gr(l, M)) = [H&-‘(M)] -i+z, 
H&j,,(Gr(Z’, M/?c,M)) = [H&~‘(A~/x,M)]-~,~. 
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Applying (5.4) (with i - 1 instead of i) we get an exact sequence 
O4 [H&2(M)]-i+2+ [H&2(M/X,M)]-i+2 ( &i,,-,:,(WL M))(j. 12) 
I; H&(Gr(Z, M)). 
By (5.3), XT acts trivially on (H&&(Gr(Z. M))_;+, . So (5.12) gives rise to 
the following sequence of R-modules 
0 + H.&‘(M) + Hh’(M/x,M) + (H&;,(Gr(Z, M))));, , + 0, 
which implies that Z(H!&(Gr(Z, M))-i+ ,) = Z(H!&‘(M/.U,M)) - Z(H’,-I(M)). 
(As em(M/x,M), e&M) > i - 2. both lengths on the right-hand side are 
finite.) 
On the other hand, we get an exact sequence 
H&2(M) 2 Hi$ (M) -+ H& ‘(M/x, M) + Hk’(M) 2 Hh ‘(M), 
induced by 0 + M +X~ M -+ M/x, M+ 0. As x, ,..., x, is an S-sequence, x, 
acts trivially on Hk;‘(M) and H!$‘(M). So, we get that 
I(H&,-(M/x,M)) - Z(Hk’(M)) = /(H&‘(M)). 
Thus we have proved the vanishing of H&,,(%(Z, M)) in degrees <i + 1. 
By (4.2) this module also vanishes in non-negative degrees. So, in view of 
(5.8)(i) it remains to show that I* acts trivially on H&,,,(%(Z. M)). In view 
of the above it sufftces to show that I* annihilates all forms 
fE H& ‘(%(I. M)) of degree > -i + 1. 
First we choose gE (H&,,,(Z!R(Z, M))mi+,. By the above (di)Li+, is onto, 
and so there is a h E (H&(Gr(Z. M))-;+, with 6,(h) = g. 
By (5.3) we have Z*h = 0. As di is an g(Z)-homomorphism it follows that 
Z*g=O. As (ai)mi+, is onto and by the ‘%(I)-linearity of a, we conclude 
from this that I* annihilates all f of degree -i + 2. Now we show the same 
thing for all higher degrees, by using (5.7), the fact that (ai)S and pi),, are 
isomorphisms for -i + 2 < s’ < 0, -i + 2 < s < -1, and the s(Z)-linearity of 
ui and pi. 
Now we get (5.l)(ii) by (5.9). 
6. SOME APPLICATIONS 
A. Calculation of the Arithmetic Depth of the Blorc Up 
The arithmetic depth of Bl(Z, M) is defined as the ‘%(I),,,,-depth of 
%(I. M&n,,, - As VI(Z, M) is graded this depth is given as g(YJI(Z), !lI(Z, M)). 
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According to (5.1) and to ( 1.3) we get 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. Under the hypotheses and in the notations of (5.1) 
we have 
@Jm w3 WI 
= 0 lff,(M) # 0 
= depth(M) + 1 ift = 1 or ift and depth(M) > 1 
= min(depth(D,(M), t) + lifdepth(M) = 1, t > 1. 
ifdepth = 1, t > 1. 
ProoJ: The case f,(M) # 0 is clear by (3.7)(i). So, let Z,(M) = 0. If 
t = 1, we conclude as follows: If depth(M) = 1, we have t’ = 1. (5.l)(i, iii) 
then show that g(!UI(Z), %(I, M)) = t’ + 1 = 2 = depth(M) + 1. If 
depth(M) > 1, we have t’ = depth(M) > 1. Now we conclude by (5.l)(i, iii). 
So let t > 1. If depth(M) = 1, we have t’ = t > 1. So we conclude again by 
(5.l)(i, iii), making use of the fact that depth@,(M)) = max(n/H&(M) = 0, 
Vi E (2,..., n - 1 }}. (The last equality is clear by (1.10) and (1.3).) If 
depth(M) > 1, we conclude in the same way, noticing that in this case 
depth(M) = depth(D,(M))-a fact which follows again by (1.10) and (1.3). 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Let (R, 9JI) be noetherian and local and let M be a 
finite!,, generated R-module of dimension d > 1. Assume that H&(M) = 0 for 
i = 0, 2,..., d - 1 and that H&(M) is annihilated bJl an YJI-primary ideal Q. 
Then, for each s.o.p. x, ,..., xd with respect to M which is contained in II and 
each t < d we have with Z = (x, ,..., x,): 
g(W(Z), %(Z, M)) = max(depth(M), t) + 1. 
ProoJ According to (6.1) it suffices to show that x, ,..., x, is a pS- 
sequence with respect to M. To see this, it obviously sufftces to verify the S- 
sequence property. As e,(M) = d we see by (1.4) and (2.4) that x, ,..., x, are 
f-regular. As x, E 0, the S-sequence-property is clear if t = 1. 
So let t > 1. By (1.2)(iii) and O+M+“‘M-+M/x,M+O we get exact 
sequences 
Hk ‘(M) -+ Hk ‘(M/x, M) -+ H&(M) (i > 2). 
These imply that H&(M/x,M) = 0 for i = 0, 2,..., d - 2 and that 
QH&I4/x, M) = 0. Applying this repeatedly, we see that 
QH&,(M/(x, ,..., x,)M)=O, for O<i<d-j,j<d-1. Finally we see by 
(1.10) and (1.3) that depth(D,(M)) = d. So, x,,..., xd is D,(M)-regular. As 
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8 . D,(M) E M it follows that T,(M/(x, ,..., x,)M) = (x, ,..., xi) D,(M)/ 
6 , ,..., xj)M for j < d. As these expressions are annihilated by Q, we are 
done. 
(6.3) COROLLARY ([ 161). Let (R, W) be local and let M be a Jinitel~ 
generated d-dimensional R-module which is CM. Then, for each n > 0 
%(I”. M) is CM, where I is generated b}l a partial s.o.p. with respect to M. 
Proof. Using the splitting Veronese embedding i: %(I”, M) G %(I, M) 
(given by (i),: %(I”, M), -+id ‘%(I’, M),,) we may restrict ourselves to the 
case n = 1. According to (6.2) we are done if d > 1. If d < 1, the result 
follows as either ‘%(I, M) = M or %(I, M) = M[X]. 
B. Buchsbaum Modules 
We first prove the following result, which is proven in [4] and which is 
related to (6.2). 
(6.4) PROPOSITION (141). F or a local ring (R, ‘D) and a finiteb 
generated R-module M of dimension d > I the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is a B-module and there is a finitely generated R-module N, 
which is CM, contains M and satisfies N, = M,, Vp E Spec(R) - (9Jl }. 
(ii) H&(M) = 0, i = 0, 2 ,..., d - 1, mH&(M) = 0. 
(iii) For each s.o.p. x ,,..., xd with respect to M, %(Z, M) is CM for 
I = (x 1 ).... Xd). 
Proof. (i) --t (ii): As M and N coincide on Spec(R) - (9JI }, we find an 
n > 0 such that YJI”N G M. As arm(N) E arm(M) and as N is CM we find an 
s E reg(N)n W”. So we have NE Q(M). It follows MEN c D,(M), thus 
(by the left-exactness and the idempotence of D,) that D,(N) = Dim(M). As 
N is CM of dimension > d we see by (1.3) that H&(N) = 0 for i < d. As 
H&(N) = 0 we see by (1.7) that N = D,(M). By (1.10) it follows that 
H&(M) = H&(N) = 0 for i = 0, 2,..., d - 1. As M is a B-module, we also 
have YJUf&(M) = 0 ( 1.16)). 
(ii) + (iii): Clear by (6.3). So, it remains to show that (iii) implies (i). 
To do this, we prove a more general result, which shall be useful in what will 
follow. 
(6.5) LEMMA. Let (R, %R) and M be as in (6.4). If Bl(1, M) is a CM- 
module over Bl(I) for each ideal I which is generated b-v an s.o.p. x, ,..., xd 
with respect to M, n? is a B-module. 
Proof: Choose an s.o.p. x, ,..., xd with respect to M. Let Ri be the R- 
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subalgebra R [x,/xi ,..., 
M[X,/Xi ,...) 
xd/xi] of Rxi and Mi be the R,-submodule 
xd/xi] of M,i. Then { Ui = Spec(Ri)} is an affine open covering 
of Bl(Z) and we have Z(Vi, Bl(Z, M)) = Mi. Proj(Gr(Z, M)) =: F(Z, M) is 
described by Z(Vj, F(Z, M)) = Mi/xiMi. As M; c M,/ we have xi E reg(Mi). 
So, as F(Z, M) and Bl(1, M) are coherent, it follows that they are 
simultaneously CM. Let : stand for the 9J-adic completion. By (1.17) and 
(1.2)(ii) the R-property will descend from (&)- to @. By (1.2)(ii) we have 
(fi)* = (fi). Moreover we have a canonical isomorphism Gr(Z, M) = 
Gr(ZR, Q), which shows that F(Z, M) and F(ZR, A) are simultaneously CM. 
By the previous remark the same is true for Bl(Z, M) and Bl(ZR, A). So, we 
may replace M and R by 6t and R, thus assuming that R is a homomorphic 
image of a regular local ring. In replacing M by fl we also may assume that 
Z,(M) = 0. As Bl(Z, M), 2 M,,,, (u stands for the canonical morphism 
Bl(Z) + Spec(R)) for all x @ a-‘(m) and as a is surjective, the CM-property 
of Bl(Z, M) implies that M is CM on the punctured spectrum. 
We first treat the case d = 2. Assume that M is not a B-module. 
According to (1.17) we have !J&Y~(M) # 0. As we may generate 9X be 
elements out of 9JI - UpeAsso,) p =: U, we find element xy2 E (I such that 
x,ZZ&(M) f 0. x2 E U implies that x1 is regular with respect to M and that 
dim(M/x,M) = 1. So, as Q := ann(f,(M/x?M)) is m-primary. there is 
an element s E S = Q - lJ pEASS(.~I)U.4SS(‘II!J~.II)--(PRl * As s G u s is wu’ar 
with respect to 44. As s E !lJI we may write D,(M) = Uj (M: 9JV),,, . So, 
we get f,(M/s”M) = uj (s”M: W),,,/s”M = s)’ uj (M: rnj), +,/Sk ” 
lJj (M: YJIj), +,,/M = D,(M) n s -“M/M. By the previous remark we have 
D,(M) = U, D,(M)n s-“&Z. As x1&(M) @ M (( 1.7)) we therefore find 
an n > 0 such that xz(D&14j n s~“hf) g A4. thus x,Z,(M/s”M) # 0. Put 
s” =x,. x, E S implies that x, is regular with respect to M and that x2, x, 
form anf-sequence with respect to M and that x, , x2 is an s.o.p. with respect 
to M. Put Z = (x, , x1). Then x,/x2 E R, = R [x, /xJ is regular with respect to 
Ml = M[x, /x2]. Ob viously we have Mz/(x, /x2) Mz ? M/(M n (x,/x2) M,). 
We want to show that Mz is not CM (which settles the case d = 2). So, it-is 
sufficient to show that M/(Mf? (x,/x?) Ml) is not CM. Choose a tixed 
Jj E Mn (x,/x2)M2. Then there are elements m,,..., m,. E M such that 
y = C~=,(~,/x~)~m,. 
If d > 1, we get m,E (~,M:x:),~. As x, is f-regular with respect to 
M/x,M and as x,Z,(M/x,M) = 0 (which follows from I, E S) we have 
(xzM: xl),+, = uj (xzM: rnj),,, = (x,M: x,),,. 
So it follows m, E (xzM:x,),,,, thus (x,/x,)m, E M. Using this, we may 
write y = C;;: (x,/xX)’ ml, m! E M. Repeating this procedure, we finally 
may choose r = 1. So we get 4’ E (x, /x,)Mn M = (x, !J: x2)&, . From this we 
get .~,McMn(x,/xz)Mz~(x,M:xz),,,. As dim(M/x,M)= 1 and as x,, 
x2 form an s.o.p. with respect to M, xz is f-regular with respect to M/x? M. 
So we have (x, M: x2),,, s Uj (x,M: !JJIJ) ,,,. 
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As xzZ(M/x,M) # 0, the inclusion is strict, and it follows that x, M g 
M n (X, /X2) M2 f Uj (XI M: YJli),,. From this we see that T,(M/Mn 
(x,/xz) M,) + 0, dim(M/Mn (x,/x1) M,) = 1. This shows our claim. 
So, let d > 2. Assume that F(Z, M) is CM for every parameter-ideal 
z = (.x, ,..., xd). Gr(Z. M) is of dimension d. Each ii E Min(Gr(Z, M)) retracts 
to 9JL As ‘%(Z)/!JJI’%(Z) = Ona0 Zn/!JRZn ? R/9JI [X, ,..., X,] we see that !JJI’%(Z) 
is the unique minimal prime of Gr(Z. M). As F(Z, M) is CM, we have 
Ass(Gr(Z, M)) - (W(Z)} = (!JJI!X(Z)}. xf & YJI’%(Z) shows that (0: x,*)orcl.,,, 
is annihilated by a power of m(Z). This means that x, is superficial. e.g., that 
for a c E kk (Z”M: x,),~,,, = I”-‘M (n > c). 
It follows that Z’(0: WY,),, c (0: x,)~< .,,, = n,, (Z”M: x,),k.,, = n,, I” ‘M = 0. 
So we have (0: x,),, g (0: I),, G Z,(M) = 0, and x, is regular with respect to 
M. By Artin-Rees there is an e > c such that (Z”M: x,),,, = 
(I” . x; ‘M) n ML I’M for all n > e. So, we have (Z”M: x,),, = I”- ‘M for 
all n > e. It follows, with I’ = (x z ,..., x,), that Gr(Z’, M/x,M), = (Z”M + 
x, M)/(Z” + ’ M + x,M) = z”,%f/(f”+lM + x,M n PM) = 
Z”M/(Z”+ ‘M + x,Z”- ‘M) = Gr(Z, M)/(x:)), for all n > e. So we get 
F(Z’, M/x, M) = F(I’, M/x, M) = (Gr(Z. M)/(x:))- =: .F. As F(Z, M) is CM, 
the same is true for .%. So F(Z’, M/x,M) is CM for every parameter-ideal I’ 
with respect to M/x,M. So, by induction M/x,&Z is a B-module for each 
parameter x, with respect to M. Assume now that M is not a B-module. By 
our assumption M is CM on the punctured spectrum and of pure dimension 
d. So by (2.13) we may choose s, ,.... ?cd such that 9JIZZh(M/(s, ,..., x~~~~)~Z) 
is not 0. By (1.2)(ii) we have then 9JIH&r(M/x, M/(x,..... .Y+ ?)) # 0. But by 
(I. 17) this would contradict the B-property of M/s,. 
(6.6) COROLLARY. Let (R, YJI) be noetherian and local, and let M be a 
finite@ generated R-module of dimension d > 1. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) &i is a B-module, 
(ii) BI(Z. M) is CM for all ideals I which are generated by an s.o.p. 
with respect to M. 
Proof (i)+ (ii): Use (5.1) and (1.5)(i). 
(ii) + (i): Use (6.5). 
(6.7) Remark. According to an oral communication by W. Vogel. 
S. Goto has independently given a proof of (6.6). 
C. MacaulaJlfication 
We use our result (5.1) to deduce the “isolated case” of the 
“Macaulayfication” given in [3 1. So, let V be an irreducible quasi-projective 
d-dimensional variety over a field K, which contains only finitely many non 
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CM-points p, ,..., p, . Then the previous results allow to construct a birational 
model W +O V of V which is CM and which is isomorphic to V outside 
(p, . . . ..p.}. To see this, embed V into Ipi (s > d) and proceed as follows: 
According to our hypotheses V is an open subvariety of a d-dimensional 
projective variety V’ s I?‘. So there are d forms F, ,..., Fd E KIXo ,..., X,] 
which define a projective subvariety Y” E V’ which contains p,,...,pn as 
isolated points. The variety V” does not change (set-theoretically) if we 
replace the Fj by arbitrary powers. Let F,! denote the image of Fj in the 
homogeneous coordinate ring K( V’] of V’. Let .P’ E pi., be the c”,.,-ideal 
(F: ,..., Fi)- induced by (Fi ,..., FA). For each i E { l,..., n} there is a complete 
s.0.p. xl,i,***l d d,l Y of /“c.,.pi = FL,,& such that .PLi = (x,,~ ,..., x~,~) Fb,,,pi 
(x~,~ = germ of the rational function IV’ -+ K which is induced by F,!). 
In an open, punctured neighbourhood of {p, ,..., p,} we have the coin- 
cidence of /: I and .P’. Now, let .P E (“I. be the restriction of .P’ to the open 
subset V G V’. We have FD,= (x,.~ ,..., x~,~) FI,.pi (i= l,..., n) and ,P, = FL.U9, 
where 4 runs through an appropriate open punctured neighbourhood 
ucv of (p,,..., p,}. According to (1.5)(ii) we have eFm,i(/“r.,,i) = d. 
So, by (2.7) it suffices to replace the Fj (hence the *viqj) by sufficiently large 
powers F:’ such that ?I,~~ ,..., x~,~ becomes a pS-sequence with respect to p,iTl.,pi 
(i= I ,..., n). By our hypothesis V’ n V- (p, ,..., p,} is a closed subset of V, 
which we denote by Z subsequently. Let Y E 1”,, be the coherent ideal 
defined by the short exact sequence 
where l-T denotes the local functor of Z-torsion (For x E Z, we have 
rz(/fiz/.P)I = ~,(P~,.~,/.~,). for x6?G Z we have rz(F,,/.P), = 0.) We have 
2-V = /‘,. \’ xg (P I?***? P,, 1 
= (wxi, I?...1 + y. 1 C,& 1.d for x=pi. 
Put W = Bl,.(Y’) = Proj(!H(Y)). Then the canonical morphism v: W-+ V is 
an isomorphism outside ye ’ (( p , ,..., p,}). Moreover we have Bl,.(Y),,; = 
Bl(Y;,) = Proj(%((.uj., ,..., x~,~) f”,,.J). Using (5.1) and (1.5)(i) the latter 
scheme is CM. So W is CM. 
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